
Everyone's been great with it! The best part is that all of our
colleagues, from the boss to the cleaning staff, can access and use
FireCloud365. It's made fire safety everyone's responsibility, and
everyone has embraced it. It's become a regular part of our routine,
and we're all on board.

The Midlands Hotel Strategic move to a digital
fire safety Solution Firecloud365 and we talked
to Mr. Tom Ellenor who Championed the project 

 3 MONTHS IN WITH
FIRECLOUD365

I'd definitely recommend it! FireCloud365 has made a big difference
for us. It's user-friendly and has all the features we need for fire
safety management. If you want an easy and efficient way to handle
fire walks and safety checks, go for it.

What would you say to others considering FireCloud365 ? 

How have your colleagues adapted to FireCloud365 ?

How has the intervention of FireCloud365 been ? 

Had you any hesitations before purchase ?
I had some concerns about championing FireCloud365 and getting it
installed in this hotel. I highlighted how it made fire safety checks easy
and improved safety protocols. My endorsement of FireCloud365
convinced our General Manager to go ahead with the software.

It's been a game-changer! With FireCloud365, we can streamline our
daily fire walks and keep everything on schedule. We can also do
preventative fire safety checks and maintenance checks more
consistently. It's made our fire safety practices way better.

28,000+ checks
recorded

B I G  R E S U L T S

96% Success rate

100Hrs+ Saved

"FireCloud365 has revolutionized
our fire safety management,
streamlining daily fire walks,
preventative checks, and
maintenance. It's a game-
changer that ensures
consistency and peace of mind."

TOM ELLENOR
Hotel Manager

What was your experience with the set-up ?
The set-up was smooth. Joanne, who installed the tags and trained us
on-site, did a great job. She made sure we knew how to use the
software effectively. Top service, Joanne is also always ready to
answer the phone and help with any questions we have.  

How would you rate FIreCloud365?
5 Star - (Beyond Expectations)
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